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The jacket substructure is generalized for offshore wind farms in the southeastern offshore 
regions of China. The dynamic characteristics and coupling mechanisms of jacket offshore 
wind turbines (OWTs) have been extensively investigated using numerical simulation tools. 
However, limited dynamic model tests have been designed and performed for such types 
of OWTs. Therefore, the coupling mechanisms of jacket OWTs that are determined using 
numerical methods require further validation based on experimental tests. Accordingly, an 
integrated scaled jacket OWT physical test model is designed in this study. It consists of 
a scaled rotor nacelle assembly (RNA) and support structure model. For the scaled RNA 
model, a redesigned blade model is adopted to ensure the similarity of the aerodynamic 
thrust loads without modifying the scaled test winds. Auxiliary scaled drivetrain and 
blade pitch control system models are designed to simulate the operational states of a 
practical OWT. The scaled model of the OWT support structure is fabricated on the basis 
of the joint hydro-structural elastic similarities. A sensor arrangement involving a three-
component load cell and acceleration sensors is used to record the OWT thrust loads 
and model motions, respectively. Then, dynamic model tests under typical scaled wind 
fields are implemented. Furthermore, the coupling mechanisms of the OWT model under 
various test winds are investigated using the wavelet packet method, and the influences 
of inflow winds, operational states, and mechanical strategies are introduced.

Keywords: offshore wind turbine, dynamic model test, wavelet packet method, scaled model design, joint hydro-
structural elastic similarity

1 INTRODUCTION

Wind energy has recently become one of the most promising renewable energies. Moreover, offshore 
wind energy systems compared with onshore wind energy frameworks have attracted considerable 
attention, owing to their superior wind conditions and lower consumption of land resources (Shi 
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2022). According to the Global Wind Energy Council, the capacities of 
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constructed offshore wind farms in China exceeded 10 GW in 
2021 and accounted for 80% of the newly increased capacities 
worldwide. The majority of offshore wind farms in China are 
located at a water depth of 10–40 m; accordingly, the monopile 
and jacket substructures are generalized. An example of the 
foregoing is the Zhuanghe offshore wind farm located in the 
northeastern offshore regions in China. As a typical non-linear 
coupling system, the dynamic characteristics and coupling 
mechanisms of monopile and jacket offshore wind turbines 
(OWTs) under complex environmental loads have been 
extensively studied by researchers. The developed coupled 
simulation tools can be categorized as follows.

According to structural dynamics, finite element, and 
hydrodynamic theories, additional substructure dynamic and 
hydrodynamic moduli are introduced to a simulation tool, i.e., 
FAST, which is originally developed to capture the structural 
motions of land-based wind turbines (WTs) (Jonkman, 2005). 
The aero-servo-hydro-elastic coupled numerical model for 
OWTs was established in the newly released FAST v8 (Jonkman 
and Jonkman, 2016) and OpenFAST (Jonkman and Sprague, 
2021) software. By introducing an auxiliary finite element 
software that can simulate soil– structure interactions (SSIs), 
Abhinav and Saha (2017) and Plodpradit et al. (2019) investigated 
the effects of SSI on the coupled responses of an OWT using 
FAST v7 and FAST v8. More significant effects have been 
demonstrated on an operational OWT considering wind speeds 
from the rated to cut-out range. Xi et al. (2021) and Carswell 
et al. (2022) investigated the influence of SSI on the cumulative 
fatigue damage of a monopile OWT using the updated FAST 
v7 software with an additional SSI module. The results proved 
that the reduction in structural fatigue life can reach 30% for a 
parked OWT considering SSI compared with that under fixed 
boundary conditions. Ren et  al. (2022) analyzed the dynamic 
analysis of a multi-column tension leg platform (TLP) floating 
OWT with broken tendons in FAST v7 software and examine 
the system performance under the accidental limit states 
described in the design code DNV-RP-0286. Zhao et al. (2021) 
conducted a fully coupled analysis of a novel semi-submersible 
floating OWT in OpenFAST (Jonkman and Sprague, 2021) and 
particularly observed the influence of threefold blade passing 
frequency on mooring line tension responses.

Meanwhile, slightly different from the established multibody 
dynamics model of rotor nacelle assembly (RNA) in FAST, 
the linear beam model was employed to simulate the RNA 
flexibilities in a coupled numerical analysis in Bladed (Bossanyi, 
2011), Horizontal axis wind turbine simulation code 2nd 
generation (HAWC2) (Larsen and Hansen, 2007), and SIMA  
(DNV, 2018). The influences of different fault conditions and 
related shutdown procedures on the OWT dynamic responses 
were studied by Etemaddar et al. (2016) based on the established 
coupled numerical model in HAWC2. Sørum et al. (2017) and 
Putri et  al. (2020) established an aero-servo-hydro-elastic 
coupled numerical model of monopile and spar OWTs in SIMA 
to study the dynamic characteristics and coupling mechanisms 
of typical bottom-fixed and floating OWTs under different limit 
sea states. In addition to the foregoing popularized coupled 
simulation tools, other coupled analysis methods for floating 

OWTs based on computational fluid dynamics theories have 
been recommended. These methods include those proposed 
by Kim and Sclavounos (2001) and Li et  al. (2016). Cheng 
et  al. (2019) investigated the dynamic responses of a semi-
submersible floating OWT using the proposed coupled analysis 
method (Li et al., 2016) and discussed the interactions between 
hydrodynamic and floating platform motions.

Moreover, experimental tests of typical OWTs were 
performed to investigate their structural dynamics under typical 
sea states. The key problem in the OWT model tests is ensuring 
the similarity between aerodynamic and hydrodynamic 
considerations. To solve this problem, the following categorized 
representative methods are adopted in the tests in addition to 
the alternative real-time hybrid test method (Bachynski et al., 
2016; Thys et al., 2019). The most prominent characteristic of 
these methods is the use of a numerical model of the prototype 
RNA instead of the real scaled physical model employed in 
subsequent studies to ensure that the Reynolds numbers are 
similar.

 (1) In the equivalent circular disc model, only the 
aerodynamic thrust loads are ensured to be scaled, and  
the gyroscopic effects of the rotor system are ignored, similar 
to the study of Wang et  al. (2017). Using a scaled equivalent 
circular disc-tower-substructure physical model designed 
based on joint hydro-structural elastic similarities, the dynamic 
responses of a pentapod OWT under earthquake, wind, 
wave, and current loads were investigated. Wan et  al. (2015) 
investigated the performance of a spar torus combination in 
a parked state using a simplified drag disc model consisting 
of a spar-floating OWT and a torus-shaped heaving-body 
wave energy converter. (2) The principal feature of the scaled 
RNA model based on hydrodynamic similarity is that the 
prototype rotor blade airfoils are directly applied to the scaled 
RNA model. Thus, the test wind speed has to be increased to 
ensure thrust load similarities; the overestimated wind loads 
are measured on the scaled tower model (Martin, 2011). The 
coupling mechanisms of a parked TLP floating OWT under 
extreme sea states were tested by Ren et al. (2012). To ensure 
the precision of the scaled thrust loads, the test winds of the 
scaled RNA model were calibrated using the Froude number 
similarity. To predict the OC3-Hywind platform seakeeping 
performance, Ahn and Shin considered the Froude number 
similarity in their study (Ahn and Shin, 2019). The limitations 
of the geometry scaled RNA model were also investigated, 
leading to the suggestion that the model should be calibrated 
on the basis of the low–Reynolds number test wind fields to 
ensure the modeling accuracy of OWT coupling mechanisms 
under combined wind and wave test cases. (3) A performance-
scaled RNA model was applied to simplified test wind fields to 
alleviate the Reynolds number scaling effects at specified inflow 
winds. Du et  al. (2016) implemented basin tests on a semi-
submersible floating OWT using a performance-scaled RNA 
model to investigate the dynamic characteristics and validate 
the coupled numerical model of a floating OWT.

The determination of aero and hydrodynamic similarities is 
a key issue for OWT model tests. According to the introduced 
studies, the latter one represented by Froude number similarity 
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is priorly reserved in the water basin experiments, and the 
strictly aerodynamic similarity is substituted by the scaling of 
essential aerodynamic parameters, e.g., the thrust loads and 
rotor speeds. Hence, the appropriate design of scaled RNA 
model shall significantly influence the accuracy of OWT model 
tests, and limited studies are performed for the ultra-large 
OWTs. To improve the designed method of scaled RNA model 
and investigate the dynamic characteristics of ultra-large OWTs 
under typical environmental conditions, the integrated test 
method consisting of performance scaled RNA model and scaled 
support structure model using joint hydro-structural elastic 
similarities for an ultra-large jacket OWT is studied. Moreover, 
the fabrication of blade and support structure model, the 
design of scaled drivetrain and pitch control systems to ensure 
the accurate scaling of aerodynamic loads and operational 
parameters is another key issue in the presented test method. 
The paper is organized as follows. The derivation of essential 
similarities for the scaled OWT model design is presented in 
Section 2. Moreover, the redesigned scaled RNA model based 
on released aerodynamic similarities and scaled support 
structure model using joint hydro-structural elastic similarities 
are introduced in detail. The sensor arrangement and test 
facilities are also described in this section. The wavelet packet 
method applied in the processing of the test data is introduced 
in Section 3. In Section 4, the calibration of test wind files 
and scaled RNA model is discussed. Moreover, the discovered 
coupling mechanisms of the scaled OWT model under various 
test wind fields based on decomposed measured data using the 
wavelet packet method are systematically illustrated. On the 
basis of the observed experimental phenomena, the conclusions 
regarding the coupling mechanisms of OWT under different 
inflow winds and operational states are summarized in Section 5.

2 DYNAMIC MODEL DESIGN METHOD OF 
JACKET OWT

2.1 Joint Hydro-Structural Elastic 
Similarities for OWT Model Tests
For the dynamic model tests of bottom fixed OWTs, in addition 
to the structural elastic similarity in Eq. (1), the aero and hydro 
similarities should also be ensured. For the former one, it means that 
the viscous and inertia forces should be appropriately scaled, and the 
Reynolds number is priorly applied to ensure such similarities, as 
the definition in Eq. (2). Meanwhile, the hydrodynamic inertia and 
gravity loads dominated the motions of offshore structures under 
the wave excitations, so the related Froude number similarity in Eq. 
(3) is generalized selected in the physical model tests of offshore 
structures under wave loads. As the definitions in Eqs. (2) and (3), 
owing to the remarkable discrepancies in the velocity scale ratios 
between the Reynolds and Froude number similarities, these two 
similarities cannot be synchronously and strictly satisfied in the 
OWT model experiments. Considering that the primary purpose 
of the present OWT model experiments is to study the structural 
dynamic characteristics of an OWT under wind and wave loads 
and to refer to the published dynamic model tests of offshore 

structures, the Froude number similarity represents the scaling of 
hydrodynamic inertia and gravity loads is applied in the design 
of scaled OWT model, and the strict requirements of Reynolds 
number similarity are released. The consistent loads scaling method 
is also observed in the dynamic model tests of typical floating OWTs, 
such as the studies of Browning et al. (2014) and Tomasicchio et al. 
(2018); the spar floating OWT is scaled on the basis of the Froude 
number similarity to ensure the similarities of hydrodynamic loads; 
then, the scaled test winds are modified to improve the modeling 
accuracy of aerodynamic thrust loads on the rotor blades. Moreover, 
using the Froude number similarity, the dynamic model tests of a 
TLP floating OWT under winds and waves are carried out by Song 
and Lim (2019).

To alleviate the small scaling effects in the design of OWT test 
model, the structural elastic similarity is updated as Eq. (5) for the 
structure motions dominated by the bending modes in the scaled 
model design (Lin et al., 2000), by introducing the sectional bending 
stiffness similarity represented by the inertia radius scale ratio λr. 
According to the related published OWT model tests studies and the 
primary concern of the present study, the Froude number similarity 
in Eq. (3) is applied to scale the hydrodynamic inertia and gravity 
forces stimulated by waves. Note that the acceleration scale ratio λg 
should be equal with 1.0 in the tests, and then the relations between 
the time and length scale ratios can be obtained on the basis of the 
Froude number similarity, as expressed in Eq. (4). Meanwhile, the 
density scale ratio is also assumed as 1.0 to simplify the derivations. 
Sequentially, the joint hydro-structural elastic similarities are 
proposed by substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), and it can be rewritten 
as Eq. (6). On the basis of the above derivations, the joint hydro-
structural elastic similarities are proposed for the OWT scaled 
model design. Then, the scale ratios of essential model parameters 
are calculated according to the proposed hydro-structural elastic 
similarities, as listed in Table 1.
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where λρ, λA, λu, and λI are the structural material density, section 
area, deformation, and section inertia moment scale ratios, 
respectively; λL and λv are the length and velocity scale ratios; λt, 
λE, and λr are the time, elastic modulus, and inertia radius scale 
ratios, respectively.
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2.2 Prototype OWT and Environmental 
Conditions
The OWT prototype jacket is illustrated in Figure  1. The 
figure indicates that the original OWT consists of an upwind 
WT system and jacket substructure. The WT system is 
identical to the DTU 10-MW baseline WT designed by the 
Technical University of Denmark (Bak et al., 2013). However, 
certain specifications of the DTU tower are modified (e.g., 
the tower height is modified to 85.48  m) and applied to the 
jacket OWT based on the real environmental conditions 
measured in the southeastern offshore regions of China. The 
other fundamental parameters of the WT system and tower 
are listed in Table 2. Furthermore, the jacket substructure was 
designed according to recorded marine conditions. To ensure 
the steady operation of the WT system and structural safety 
at a water depth of 40.00  m, mud braces and four levels of 
X-braces were designed along the four-legged jackets. The 
top and bottom widths of the jacket are 12.00 and 15.00  m, 
respectively, and the substructure height is 70.15 m. Further 
details on the geometries of the support system are shown in 
Figure 1.

2.3 Performance-Scaled  
Test Model Design

2.3.1 Definition of Fundamental Scale Ratios
Although Reynolds number similarity requirement is relaxed 
in the study, a large velocity scale ratio is recommended to 
eliminate the discrepancy in Reynolds numbers between the 
prototype and model experiment wind fields. Accordingly, the 
selected length scale ratio, λL, must be as large as possible, as 

listed in Table  1. However, the length scale ratio is limited 
by the basin dimensions. By considering the geometric 
dimensions, environmental conditions, and laboratory 
equipment capacities, the length scale ratio, λL, is 1/75.

TABLE 1 |  Scale ratios of essential model parameters.

Parameters Dimension Similarity Relationship Scale Ratio

Length  [L] λL
1/75

Density
 

[ML3] λρ =1 1.00

Mass  
[M]

λL
3

1/421,875
Velocity  

[LT−1]
λL

0.11
Acceleration  

[LT−2]
λg =1

1.00

Rotor speed 1
T






λ
Ω

8.66

Pitch angle — λθ 1.00

Time
[T] λL

0.11

Frequency
1
T






1
λL 8.66

Force
 [MLT−2] λL

3

1/421,875

FIGURE 1 |  Essential parameters of prototype jacket OWT (unit: meters).

TABLE 2 | Basic parameters of prototype OWT.

Characteristics Value

Rating 10 MW
Rotor orientation and configuration Upwind and three blades, respectively
Control Variable speed, collective pitch
Single blade mass 41,732 kg
Hub mass 105,520 kg
Nacelle mass 446,036 kg
Hub height 119.00 m
Tower height 85.48 m
Tower top diameter and thickness 5.50 and 0.020 m, respectively
Tower base diameter and thickness 7.57 and 0.034 m, respectively
Rotor and hub diameter 178.30 and 5.60 m, respectively
Cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds 4.0, 11.4, and 25.0 m/s, respectively
Cut-in and rated rotor speeds 6.0 and 9.6 rpm, respectively
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2.3.2 Scaled Rotor Blade Model
Because the length scale ratio and prototype WT in this research are 
consistent with the European Union LIFES50+ project, the scaled 
model design of the blade in the LIFES50+ project is applied. Instead 
of the original airfoil of the prototype DTU 10-MW WT, SD7032 
was selected as airfoil for the scaled blade model design (Lifes50+, 
2021). For the connection between the blade and hub models, a 
circular section is adopted at the blade root. A schematic of the blade 
scaled model is shown in Figure 2A. The figure shows that the chord 
length is redesigned to ensure the aerodynamic similarities between 
the prototype and scaled rotor blades. As shown in Figure  2B, 
the maximum chord length of the blade model is 0.115 m. High-
strength low-density carbon fiber is employed to manufacture the 
blade model; the mass of the blade model is strictly limited to 200 g. 
Further, to ensure the surface smoothness and production accuracy 
of the blade model, a steel mold is used in the manufacturing 
process. The steel mold and manufactured scaled blades are shown 
in Figures 2C, D, respectively.

2.3.3 Drivetrain and Pitch Control System Model
The drivetrain system of the WT scaled model was designed 
according to blade model parameters and joint hydro-structural 
elastic similarities; it consists of an actuator and a shaft. A torque 
sensor is installed along the drivetrain system to record the torsion 
in the shaft. On the basis of the speed of the DUT 10-MW WT 
and fundamental similarities in Table  1, the rated speed of the 
actuator is 84.13 rpm. The measuring range of the torque sensor 
was 0.10 N·m with a resolution of 0.01 N·m. The aforementioned 
components are connected using couplers (e.g., couplers between 
the actuator and torque sensor). The drivetrain system arrangement 
is shown in Figure 2E. Sequentially, the scaled model of the nacelle 
is manufactured on the basis of the drivetrain system arrangement, 
nacelle dimensions of the DTU 10-MW WT, and length scale 
ratio. The basic dimensions of the nacelle model are illustrated 
in Figure  2E. To securely fasten the drivetrain system and other 
facilities as well as to satisfy mass limitations, aluminum was 
employed to produce the scaled nacelle.

Concurrently, the blade pitch system is designed to implement 
the pitch control strategy. As shown in Figure  2F, three pitch 
actuators are employed to regulate the blade pitch angles under 
different test cases. The connecting components between the blades 
and pitch actuators are tightened using screws, as shown in the 
figure. On the basis of the pitch actuator dimensions and related 
structural parameters of the prototype WT, a scaled model of the 
hub is produced, as shown in Figure 2G. The diameter of the hub 
model is 0.06 m. The nacelle model and hub material are the same 
to ensure the stability of the scaled model of the RNA and satisfy the 
mass limitations.

The scaled theoretical mass of the prototype RNA should be 1,604 
g based on the defined mass scaled ratio of 1:753 in Table 1. Owing 
to the selected small scale ratio, it requires that the material should 
be as light as possible. To balance the strength and mass limitations 
in the design of RNA model, the strength and fabrication accuracy 
requirements are priorly satisfied, and then, the mass limitation is 
applied in the selection of fabrication material. According to the 
component mass listed in Table 3, the mass of the assembled RNA 
model is determined as 2,860 g to ensure the safety of the RNA 

model and to model and record the various operation states in the 
tests.

2.3.4 Scaled Support Structure Model
Because of its high strength, material stability, and convenience for 
machining, PMMA has been used in producing the scaled model 
of the support system. The material of the OWT support structure 
prototype is steel with an elastic modulus of 206 GPa, and the elastic 
modulus of PMMA is 3.85 GPa. Accordingly, the elastic modulus 
scale ratio, λE, is 1/53.5. Subsequently, on the basis of the selected 
length and elastic modulus scale ratios, the scaled ratios of the 
remaining parameters can be calculated, as listed in the fourth 
column of Table 1. The principal dimensions of the support system 
are scaled according to λL; these include tower height, jacket member 
length, and outer diameter. Therefore, the scaled heights of the tower 
and jacket substructure models are 1.140 and 1.214 m, respectively.

Because the members of the prototype support system are typical 
highly slender structures, the discrepancies between the structural 
heights and section thicknesses are significant. For example, the 
prototype tower height is 85.48  m, whereas the maximum tower 
section thickness is only 0.034 m. The foregoing discrepancies limit 
the length scale ratio λL in the support system model cross-sectional 
design because the machining tolerance of the 1/75 scaled section 
thickness cannot satisfy the requirements. To alleviate the small 
scaling effects in the design of member sectional thickness of the 
support structure, the strict length scale ratio is substituted by the 
inertial radius scale ratio based on the similarity of sectional bending 
stiffness. According to the joint hydro-structural elastic similarities 
in Eq. (6) and the selected length and elastic modulus scale ratios, the 
calculated inertial radius scale ratio λr is 1/88.8. The member section 
thickness of the support system can then be selected using Eq. (7). 
The designed geometries of the tower and jacket substructure model 
are shown in Figure 2H.

Note that in the derivations of the joint hydro-structural elastic 
similarities and essential parameter similarities listed in Table 1, 
the density scale ratio, λρ, is assumed to be 1.0. The densities of the 
prototype OWT support structure and the related scaled model 
are 8,500 kg/m3 and 1,198 kg/m3, so the additional weights are 
needed to satisfy such assumption, and the excess mass of RNA 
model is subtracted in the determination of additional weight 
arrangement on the support structural model. On the basis of 
the assumption that the density scale ratio is 1.0, the distributed 
additional weights along the support structural model are shown 
in Figure 2I. As depicted in the figure, the additional weights are 
uniformly distributed along the tower model, and the additional 
mass placed at the tower top has deducted the excess mass of the 
RNA model. The additional weights on the jacket are arranged 
away from the splash zone to eliminate the unnecessary influence 
of additional weights on hydrodynamics.

 

r D D t
D

= +
−








4

1
2

2

  

(7)

where D is the outer diameter, t is the sectional thickness of the 
section, and r is the related inertial radius.
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A B

C

E

H

I

F G

D

FIGURE 2 | Design of performance-scaled test model. (A) Schematic of scaled blade model. (B) Schematic of blade model cross-section at maximum chord 
length. (C) Steel model. (D) Carbon fiber blade model. (E) Arrangement of drivetrain system. (F) Blade pitch system. (G) Scaled hub model. (H) Parameters of 
support structure model. (I) Additional weights.
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2.3.5 Scaled Test Cases and  
Environmental Conditions
In view of the experimental method used to study the dynamic 
characteristics and coupling mechanisms of the jacket OWT, 
typical loading conditions are selected according to the measured 
environmental conditions and offshore standard DNV GL-ST-
0437 (DNV GL, 2016). The hydro-elastic similarities listed in 

Table 1 are used to scale the recorded environmental conditions, 
and the prototype and scaled environmental parameters are 
summarized in Table  4. As listed in the table, three typical 
test cases (nos. 1–3) involving the wind speed, from cut-in to 
cut-out, are selected to study the coupling mechanisms of an 
operational OWT model. The blade pitch-to-feather control 
strategy is applied to test case no. 4 to investigate the influence 
of mechanical control strategies on the OWT model responses.

2.4 Sensor Arrangement and Test 
Equipment
In the tests, in addition to the pre-mounted torque sensor 
in the drivetrain system of the RNA model, as shown in 
Figure 2E, the following sensor types are selected to record the 
input environmental conditions and OWT model motions. A 
schematic of the dynamic model tests of the jacket OWT model 
subjected to wind load is shown in Figure 3A. The figure shows 
that the wave generator and wind generation system are located 
on the left side of the experimental basin, and the wave absorber 
equipment is arranged on the opposite side. To ensure the quality 
of the generated experimental wind field, the distance between 
the scaled OWT model and wind generation system is set to 

approximately 4.255 m. Figure 3 introduce the arrangement of 
sensors mounted on the model in the tests, and the numbers 
and basic parameters of the selected sensors are summarized in 
Table 5.
➢ A wind sensor is used to record the generated wind field, as 
shown in Figure 3A. The measurement range and resolution of 
the wind sensor are 30 and 0.001 m/s, respectively.

➢ A force gauge with three translational degrees of freedom 
(DOFs) was mounted on top of the tower model to measure the 
input thrust loads on the rotor plane, as shown in Figure 3B. 
The capacities of the force gauge in the three DOFs are 100, 100, 
and 100 N, respectively, and the sampling precision is 0.1 N.

➢ Figure 3C shows that seven acceleration sensors with a capac-
ity of 100 m/s2 are uniformly mounted along the support system 
model in the fore-aft direction to measure the support system 
motions under different test cases. The strain gauges are  
arranged at the tower base, and the local components of the 
jacket model measure the structural responses under different 
wind loads, as depicted in Figure 3D.

➢ As listed in Table 5, to eliminate the superfluous influence of 
installed sensors on local structural responses, in addition to 
sensor accuracy, sensor mass is strictly limited. For example, the 
force gauge mass should be as low as 65 g.

A joint wind and wave simulation system developed by the 
State Key Laboratory of Coastal and Offshore Engineering of 
Dalian University of Technology is employed to generate the 
scaled wind and wave conditions in the tests. The joint wind and 
wave simulation system consist of a wind generation system and 
wave generator, as shown in Figure 3E. The usable area of the 
wind generation system is 2.54 m × 2.54 m, and the maximum 
generated wind speed is 15  m/s. The dimensions of the wave 
basin are 22.0 m × 5.4 m × 1.2 m, and the maximum water depth 
is 1.0 m. The maximum generated wave height is 0.33 m, and the 
allowable range of the wave period is 0.5–4 s. The layout of the 
dynamic model tests for the jacket OWT is shown in Figure 3F.

3 WAVELET PACKET ANALYSIS THEORY

Wavelet packet analysis is a more refined decomposition 
method than wavelet analysis and has been widely used for 
signal processing (Guo et  al., 2020). The low-frequency and 

TABLE 4 | Selected typical test cases.

Full Scale Model Scale (1:75)

Case 
No.

Wind Type Vhub 

(m/s)
Blade  
Pitch 

(°)

Rotor  
Speed 
(rpm)

Water  
Depth 

(m)

Vhub 

(m/s)
Blade  
Pitch 

(°)

Rotor  
Speed 
(rpm)

Water  
Depth 

(m)

1

Steady

6.0 0.9 6.0

61.0

0.7 0.9 51.96

0.8
2 11.4 0.0 9.6 1.3 0.0 83.14
3 18.0 15.2 9.6 2.1 15.2 83.14
4 29.0 90.0 0.0 3.3 90.0 0.00

TABLE 3 | Mass of major components of scaled RNA model.

Component Mass (g)

Nacelle 410
Actuator 447
Couplers 64
Torque sensor 240
Shaft 376
Hub 242
Pitch actuators 303
Connection components 138
Screws 40
Blades 600
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high-frequency components can be decomposed simultaneously 
using the designated low-pass and high-pass filters, respectively, 
based on specified wavelet basis functions. Two sub-frequency 
bands (FBs) consisting of low and high frequencies are obtained 

after each decomposition. The number of decomposed FBs 
is observed to be 2j at the jth decomposed layer, as shown in 
Figure  4. The wavelet packet analysis method can adaptively 
modify the corresponding FBs to match the signal spectrum 

A B

C E FD

FIGURE 3 | Primary sensor arrangement and test equipment in tests. (A) Schematic of model experimental basin (unit: millimeters). (B) Installed three-component 
load cell at tower top. (C) Acceleration sensor arrangement along support system. (D) Strain gauge arrangement. (E) Dynamic model tests of jacket OWT subjected 
to winds and waves. (F) Joint wave and wind load simulation system.

TABLE 5 | Sensor arrangement in OWT dynamic tests.

No. Type Number Technical Parameters

Wind 1 Wind sensor 1 Measuring range: 30 m/s 
Resolution: 0.001 m/s

Force 1 Three-component 
load cell

1 Capacities: Fx = Fy = Fz = 100 N 
Resolution: 0.1 N 

Size: 4.0 cm × 4.0 cm × 2.0 cm 
Mass: 65 g

Accel 1–7  (Single direction) 
Acceleration sensor

7 Capacity: 100 m/s2 
Resolution: 0.004 m/s2 

Size: 1.5 cm × 1.0 cm × 1.0 cm 
Mass: 23 g

Str 1–20 Strain gauge 20 Capacity: 20,000 με 
Resolution: 1 με
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according to the signal characteristics and analysis requirements. 
Accordingly, the wavelet packet analysis method is applied 
to analyze the recorded responses of the scaled OWT model 
in the specific FBs. Moreover, the energy distributions of the 
OWT model responses under different test winds are estimated. 
Subsequently, the coupling mechanisms of the OWT under wind 
loads are discussed. The feature extraction method can also be 
used to identify the operating states of OWTs to improve their 
fault-monitoring efficiency.

According to wavelet packet decomposition theories (Li et al., 
2022), the initial structural response signal is decomposed by the 
j-layer wavelet basis functions as given by Eqs. (8) and (9). The 
signal histories corresponding to the FBs can be reconstructed 
using Eq. (10):

 

1, ,
( )i, j 2m k, j m
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+ = ∑
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where x*i,j+1,2m and x*i,j+1,2m+1 are the ith decomposed low-
frequency and high-frequency components of the mth FB in 
the jth layer, respectively; h(k) and g(k) are the low-pass and 
high-pass filter coefficients, respectively; i is the serial number 
of discrete data in the original input signal; j is the number of 
decomposed layers; and m is the FB serial number in the jth layer.

According to the decomposed data in each FB, the energy 
(Sj,m) of x*j,m can be calculated as follows:

 

2
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i
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=
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where N is the number of discrete sampling points in the initial 
signal.

As defined in Eq. (11), the summary of Sj,m constitutes the 
energy spectrum of the original input signal. The normalized 
energy distribution ratio, Pj,m, is defined in Eq. (12) to quantify 
the influence of decomposed FBs:

 P
S

Sj m
j m

m
j m

,
,

,

%= ×
∑

100   (12)

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Test Wind Field Calibration
In the tests, different calibration sites are selected to measure 
the generated test wind field, as shown in Figure 5A. The eight 

designated sites, P1–P8, are uniformly distributed along the basin 
centerline in the inflow direction. As shown in the figure, four 
additional sites, P9–P12 (at an interval of 600 mm), are selected 
in line with P6 in the lateral direction.

According to the selected test cases listed in Table  4, a test 
wind speed of 2.1  m/s is designated as the calibration wind 
speed. The recorded calibration wind speeds at the different sites 
are shown in Figures 5B, C. The sampling duration is 180 s at 
an interval of 1.0 s. Figure 5B shows the non-uniformity of the 
generated test wind field and an increasing trend in the generated 
wind field as the calibration sites gradually move away from the 
wind generation system. The statistics of the recorded wind 
histories at sites P1–P8 are summarized in Table 6. The measured 
mean wind speeds at sites P4 and P5 are more consistent with 
the calibrated wind speed than those at the remaining sites; few 
fluctuations are observed at sites P6 and P7. The measurement 
sites P4–P7 are seemed to be the potential feasible locations 
compared with the theoretical value. Considering the accuracy 
and steady of the output test wind field, site P6 is preliminarily 
selected as the installation location of the scaled OWT model.

Further, the approximately steady output wind field in the 
vicinity of site P6 is calibrated. It covers the rotor diameter of the 
scaled OWT model based on the recorded histories in Figure 5C 
and the related statistics summarized in Table 6 at sites P9–P12. 
The recorded mean values at sites P9 and P11 are agree well 
with the recorded data at site P6 and the theoretical value, so 
the accuracy of the test wind filed at site P6 can be guaranteed. 
Moreover, the decreasing of the test wind at points P10 and 
P12 and the increased fluctuations in the lateral direction 
should be pointed out, which shall impair the steady of the 
test wind fields.

On the other hand, the inflow wind-thrust curve of the dynamic 
model at specified test winds is measured at site P6 and compared 
with the scaled theoretical values, as shown in Figure  5D. The 
calibrated thrust loads at site P6 under the selected test winds agree 
well with the scaled theoretical values, especially for the test winds 

FIGURE 4 | Schematic of decomposed three-layer wavelet packet tree.
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below the rated wind speed. Therefore, the accuracy of the calibrated 
test wind field can be further validated. As illustrated in the previous 
paragraphs, the decreasing of the test wind and the increased 
fluctuations in the lateral direction shall impair the steady of test 
wind 2.1 m/s to some extent.

4.2 Free Decay Test
In addition to the scaled physical test model, a fully coupled 
numerical analysis model of the prototype jacket OWT is 
established in FAST v8, which is an aero-servo-hydro-elastic 
coupled simulation tool for OWTs (Jonkman and Jonkman, 
2016). As indicated in Figure 6A, the first two flapwise and first 
edgewise modes are employed to simulate the blade flexibilities 
based on multibody dynamics theories. The first two bending 

modes in the fore-aft and side-to-side directions are reserved 
in modeling the tower. The finite-element model of the jacket 
substructure is established using a two-dimensional linear beam 
element. Moreover, an additional interface node is designated at 
the transition piece between the tower and substructure in the 
coupled numerical model to consider the interactions between 
the RNA and support structure.

First, free decay tests are conducted to identify the 
fundamental frequency of the OWT test model and validate  
the production precision. An initial perturbation is applied to the 
tower top of the scaled test model and coupled numerical model 
under parked state in still water. According to the acceleration 
scale ratio λg is equal with 1.0, the comparisons between the 
recorded and analyzed free decayed tower top acceleration are 

A B

C D

FIGURE 5 | Selected wind field calibration sites and recorded wind speed using wind generation system at sites. (A) Selected wind field calibration sites (unit: 
millimeters). (B) Calibrated test wind–thrust curve of scaled RNA model at site P6. (C) Recorded histories of wind speed at sites P1–P8. (D) Recorded histories of 
wind speed at sites P9–P12.

TABLE 6 | Statistics of recorded wind speed histories at different sites.

Item
Calibration Site No.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12

Mean 0.9 0.6 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.4 1.2 2.1 1.1

STD 0.03 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.42 0.31 0.23 0.25
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carried out in the time and frequency domains, as shown in 
Figures 6B, C. The recorded free decayed histories of tower top 
acceleration are agree well with the numerical results, then the 
fundamental frequency of the physical test model is estimated. 
As depicted in Figure 6C, the identified first frequency of the test 
model is 2.87 Hz, and the corresponding scaled theoretical value 
is 2.82 Hz, so the fundamental frequency of the jacket OWT is 
appropriately scaled in the tests. Meanwhile, the discrepancies 
in the fundamental frequency amplitudes in the figure shall be 
owing to the differences in the damping between the prototype 
OWT and test model material.

On the basis of the recorded free decayed histories of 
accelerations along the support structure of test model, the model 
first mode shape is estimated and the normalized one is shown in 
Figure 6D. According to the comparisons in the figure, the first 
mode is appropriately modeled in the tests using the proposed 
joint hydro-structural elastic similarities, in addition to the 
structural fundamental frequency. Therefore, the applicability 
of the joint hydro-structural elastic similarities in the design of 
OWT test model is proved.

4.3 Dynamic Responses of OWT Model 
Under Different Test Winds
On the basis of the selected test cases listed in Table 4, dynamic 
tests of the scaled OWT model under various inflow winds 
are performed. According to the operational states in the tests, 
the frequency components in the range of 0–4.5 Hz are the 
primary concern; they include the fundamental frequency 
of the OWT model and RNA model rotational frequency. In 
the tests, the sampling duration is 330 s, and the sampling 
frequency is set to 500 Hz. On the basis of the Nyquist theorem 
(Zayed, 2021), the sampling rate must be more than twice the 
maximum frequency component of the measured signal to 
avoid aliasing. Accordingly, the maximum frequency of the 
measured signal that can be identified in the tests is 250 Hz. 
The selected sampling frequency is observed to be sufficient 
to satisfy the sampling requirements.

In subsequent data processing, the wavelet packet method 
introduced in Section 3 is applied to analyze the measured 
thrust loads and OWT model motions. According to the 
measured threefold blade passing frequencies and the 

A B

C

D

FIGURE 6 | Schematic of established coupled numerical model of prototype jacket OWT in FAST v8 and free decay tests of OWT under parked state. 
(A)  Schematic of established coupled numerical model of prototype jacket OWT in FAST v8. (B) Free decay histories of tower top accelerations. (C) PSDs of free 
decay tower top accelerations. (D) Normalized vibration modes of prototype and model OWT.
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fundamental frequency of the scaled OWT model, the 
minimum discrepancies between the concerned frequencies 
are 0.27  Hz. Therefore, the bandwidth of the decomposed 
FBs in the last layer cannot exceed 0.25  Hz to distinguish 
the frequency components of interest. This implies that the 
decomposed FBs must exceed 210 if the original recorded data 
are directly applied; therefore, the cost of time is expensive and 
time use is inefficient. To ensure the precision and efficiency of 
data processing, low-pass filtering and downsampling procedures 
are performed to reduce the sampling rate of the original data to 
9 Hz without frequency aliasing. Then, the maximum identified 
frequency of the filtered data is reduced to 4.5 Hz. According to 
the wavelet packet theory, after only five times of decomposition, 
the bandwidth of decomposed 25 FBs can reach 0.14 Hz, which 
can precisely identify the frequency components of interest. The 
efficiency of processing the original data can be significantly 
improved by pre-filtering the signal.

Moreover, the wavelet basis functions are essential for the 
precision of processing. Thus, the Meyer function (Mahrous and 
Ward, 2016) is selected in the analysis, owing to its advantages 
in terms of biorthogonality and symmetry. On the basis of the 
decomposed signals in the time and frequency domains, the 
influence of the specified frequencies on the motions of the OWT 
model under different inflow winds and operational states can be 
quantified using Eq. (12).

4.3.1 Measured Thrust Loads Under Different  
Inflow Winds
The measured mean thrust loads under different test wind fields 
are listed in Table  7. An increasing trend is observed in the 
range 0.7–1.3 m/s. Because of the activated blade pitch control 
strategy under a test wind speed of 2.1  m/s, the mean thrust 
load decreases to 2.11  N. The blade pitch angle is designated 
as 90° under a test wind speed of 3.3 m/s to simulate a parked 
OWT; thus, the minimum thrust load is observed under this 
test case. The influence of inflow winds, blade pitch control 
strategy, and operational states on the thrust loads is proved. 
To further clarify this influence, the wavelet packet method 
is applied to analyze the recorded thrust loads. As introduced 
in the previous section, the original thrusts are preferentially 
downsampled without frequency aliasing (Ifeachor and Jervis, 
2004); then, decompositions using the designated Meyer basis 
functions are implemented. The filtered and decomposed thrust 
loads under the selected test cases are shown in Figures 7A–D, 
and the quantified influence of the specified frequencies on the 
response is depicted in Figure 8.

Figure  7A shows the decomposed histories of thrust load 
under the test wind speed of 0.7  m/s. The frequencies (2.53, 
2.67) Hz in the FB dominate the thrust load, and the quantified 
influence can exceed 75%, as shown in Figure  8A. The rotor 
speed in the test case is 51.96 rpm; thus, the threefold blade 
passing frequency of 2.60 Hz significantly stimulates the thrust 
loads from the cut-in to rated wind speeds. The remarkable 
influence of the FBs [i.e., (2.67, 2.81) and (2.81, 2.95) Hz] 
must also be emphasized; the frequencies approximate the 
fundamental frequency of the scaled OWT model. As depicted 

in Figure 8A, the contribution of the frequencies in these two 
FBs can reach 8%. The dynamic characteristics of the thrust 
loads of the operational OWT model under scaled rated and 
above rated wind speeds are shown in Figures  7B, C. The 
figure indicates that these are approximately identical with the 
coupling mechanisms under the test wind speed of 2.1  m/s. 
The threefold blade passing frequency of 4.28 Hz in FB (4.22, 
4.35) Hz and the frequencies approximating the OWT model 
fundamental frequency in FBs (2.67, 2.81) and (2.81, 2.95) Hz 
dominate the thrust loads for an operational OWT. As depicted 
in Figures 8B, C, the total influence of these frequencies reaches 
51% and 48% under the test wind speed of 1.3 m/s and 2.1 m/s, 
respectively.

Compared with the normal operation test cases, for the 
parked OWT model under the test wind speed of 3.3  m/s, 
different coupling mechanisms are observed, as indicated 
in Figure  7D. In addition to the structural fundamental 
frequency, the first blade collective flap frequency of 4.19 Hz is 
identified. Remarkably, the influence of frequencies in FB (4.08, 
4.22) Hz can reach 60%, as shown in Figure 8D. On the basis 
of the above comparisons, the coupling mechanisms of the 
scaled OWT model thrust load under different test winds are 
proven. Moreover, the influence of each dominant frequency 
is quantified using the wavelet packet method. Remarkable 
interactions between the RNA and support structure are 
observed even under the parked state.

4.3.2 Measured Tower Top Accelerations Under 
Different Inflows
The measured tower top accelerations are decomposed using 
the wavelet packet method to study the coupling mechanisms 
of tower motions under different inflow winds, as shown 
in Figures  7E–H. The quantified influences of dominant 
frequencies are depicted in Figures 8E–H.

The significant influence of the threefold blade passing 
frequency on the tower top acceleration under the test wind 
speed of 0.7 m/s must be considered. As shown in Figure 8E, 
its influence can exceed 70%. The frequencies near the 
fundamental frequency of the OWT model dominate the 
tower top acceleration in the remaining test cases for OWT 
operation. For example, the influence of decomposed FBs [i.e., 
(2.67, 2.81) and (2.81, 2.95) Hz] on the structure’s fundamental 
frequency can reach approximately 85% under the scaled rated 
test wind. Therefore, for the normal operation-scaled OWT 
model, the dynamic characteristics of tower motions under 
different inflow winds can be summarized as follows. The 

TABLE 7 | Measured average thrust loads under different test winds.

Case No. Vhub(m/s) Blade Pitch(°) Rotor Speed(rpm) Measured Value

 (N)

1 0.7 0.9 51.96 1.34
2 1.3 0.0 83.14 3.53
3 2.1 15.2 83.14 2.11
4 3.3 90.0 0.00 0.57
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FIGURE 7 | Dynamic responses of OWT model under different test winds. (A) Filtered and decomposed thrust loads, LC1, Vhub = 0.7 m/s. (B) Filtered and 
decomposed thrust loads, LC2, Vhub = 1.3 m/s. (C) Filtered and decomposed thrust loads, LC3, Vhub = 2.1 m/s. (D) Filtered and decomposed thrust loads, LC4, 
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interactions between the rotor system and support structure, 
such as the observed significant influence of the threefold blade 
passing frequency under a test wind speed of 0.7 m/s, dominate 

the tower motions from cut-in to rated wind speeds. With the 
increase in inflow winds (exceeding the scaled rated wind) 
and deployed blade pitch control strategy, the tower motions 
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are significantly stimulated by the frequency components that 
approximate the structure’s fundamental frequency, as shown in 
Figures 7F, G.

Moreover, the effects of the natural frequencies of the rotor 
blades and OWT model on tower motions under a test wind 
speed of 3.3 m/s are comparable. As depicted in Figure 8H, the 
proportions of the fundamental frequencies of the first collective 
blade flap and OWT model are 32% and 27%, respectively. 
Although the blade feather control strategy is adopted to alleviate 
the thrust loads under the test wind exceeding the scaled 
cut-out wind speed, the influence of the coupling effects 
between the rotor system and support structure must also be 
considered for the parked OWT model.

4.3.3 Measured Tower Base Accelerations Under 
Different Inflow Winds
The recorded histories of tower base acceleration using the 
wavelet packet method under the test wind speed of 0.7 m/s 
are shown in Figure  7I. The figure shows the prominent 
influence of the threefold blade passing frequency on tower 
base acceleration. According to Figure  8I, the proportion 
of this dominant frequency can reach approximately 70%. 
The proportions of the rotor rotation and fundamental 
frequencies of the OWT model under the additional test cases 
are shown in Figures  8J, K. The coupling mechanisms of 
the tower base acceleration are proven to be approximately 
identical to the tower top acceleration under the selected test 
wind speeds. For example, the frequencies that approximate 
the fundamental frequency of the OWT model dominate the 
tower top and base accelerations at test wind speeds of 1.3 
and 2.1 m/s, respectively. Moreover, the influence of the first 
collective blade flap frequency on the tower base acceleration 
can reach 49% at a test wind speed of 3.3 m/s, as depicted in 
Figure 8L.

Although the fundamental consistencies of the coupling 
mechanisms of the tower top and base accelerations have 
been proved, further detailed comparisons of the response 
statistics are implemented to distinguish the variations 
in tower motions at different inflow winds, as shown in 
Figure 7J. The tower base accelerations are generally smaller 
than the related tower top motions. Moreover, the distinctive 
influence of test winds and mechanical control strategies 
on tower acceleration is observed. The general increase in 
tower accelerations from scaled cut-in to rated wind speeds 
is due to the increase in thrust loads under such test winds, 
as listed in Table 7. In the normal operation range exceeding 
the scaled rated speed, the activated pitch control strategy and 
decreased thrust loads on the rotor plane cannot alleviate the 
tower accelerations, as indicated by the comparison between 
test winds 1.3 and 2.1  m/s (Figure  7J). The increased wind 
loads on the tower model at a test wind speed of 2.1 m/s and 
the nonuniformity of generated test wind fields are deemed as 

the primary reasons for the discrepancies. With the deployed 
blade pitch-to-feather control strategy for the parked OWT 
model, minimum tower accelerations compared with those in 
normal operation test cases are observed at a test wind speed 
of 3.3 m/s.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a fully coupled dynamic model test method is 
recommended for an ultra-large jacket OWT under wind 
and wave loads. The strict requirement of Reynolds number 
similarity is relaxed, and a scaled RNA model is designed on the 
basis of the similarities of the essential aerodynamic loads and 
operation parameters. By introducing the SD7032 airfoil 
and redesigning the chord length of the scaled blade model, 
thrust load similarity is satisfied without modifying the scaled 
test wind speeds. Auxiliary scaled drivetrain and blade pitch 
control systems are designed to ensure the similarities of the 
rotor speed and blade pitch angle. The mass of the scaled 
RNA model is strictly limited to 2.86 kg based on the selected 
geometry scale ratio. Accordingly, high-strength and low-
density carbon fiber and aluminum are used as materials in 
the production of scaled blades and remaining RNA models, 
respectively.

The scaled support structure model is designed on the 
basis of joint hydro-structural elastic similarities, and 
PMMA is selected as the raw material. Then, additional 
approximately uniform additional weights are distributed 
along the support structure model (without a splash zone) to 
satisfy the density similarity. A sensor arrangement consisting 
of three-component load cell, acceleration sensors, and strain 
gauges is proposed. Typical scaled inflow wind test cases are 
selected and implemented in the present study. The following 
conclusions are drawn on the basis of the dynamic model tests.

(1) The accuracy of the scaled RNA model is calibrated, and the 
modeled average thrust loads on the rotor plane are found 
to coincide well with the related scaled values of the WT 
prototype, particularly from cut-in to rated wind speeds.

(2) The fabrication precision of the integrated scaled OWT 
physical model is validated on the basis of the good agreement 
between the measured and scaled theoretical values, such as 
the OWT first mode and RNA model rotational frequency. 
Hence, the applicability of the proposed fully coupled 
dynamic model test method is verified.

(3) The remarkable interactions between the RNA and support 
structure are observed on the basis of the measured thrust 
loads. The threefold blade passing frequency dominated the 
response in the range of scaled cut-in to rated wind speeds, 
and the fundamental frequency of the OWT model can 
also be observed from scaled rated to cut-out wind speeds. 
For the parked OWT model under the scaled cut-out wind 
speed, the first collective blade flap frequency is identified.
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(4) Under the normal operation test cases, the tower base 
accelerations are generally smaller than the related tower 
top motions. Moreover, the interactions between the rotor 
system and support structure dominate the tower motions 
from scaled cut-in to rated wind speeds. With the increase 
in inflow winds and deployment of the blade pitch control 
strategy exceeding the rated wind, the tower motions are 
significantly stimulated by the frequencies approximating 
the fundamental frequency of the OWT model.

(5) The comparable influence of the rotor blades and OWT 
model natural frequencies on the tower motions is observed 
under parked OWT test cases. Although the blade feather 
control strategy is applied to mitigate the thrust loads under 
such cases, the coupling effects between the rotor system 
and support structure must also be considered.

(6) According to the accurate modeling of aerodynamic 
thrust loads and essential parameters, the proposed design 
method of scaled RNA model consisting of performance-
scaled blade model and the related drivetrain and pitch 
control systems can be applied to the other OWT model 
tests. Moreover, the applicability of the joint hydro-
structural elastic similarity for the bottom fixed OWT 
model design is validated on the basis of the appropriately 
scaled support structural first bending mode.
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